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A lovely story of a sweet baby who
cares for his little toys to sleep.
And a baby shuts his eyes to sleep
together.

It's natural to get attached to things children use for a long time.
So this baby wants to have sweet dream with his loving toys.
A picture book that reminds of what it is to have affection for things.

And this book is written in plain word and expresses a fascinating
glimpse into dream. So it makes baby go to sleep.
Beautiful story and exquisite fabric illustrations let them happy and
feel relaxed. Sleep tight with this book!

This is my friend, a train. He runs and keeps giggling.

When he comes back, it is time to sleep.

This is my friend, a picture book. A moon sings a song inside of that.

When my mom reads the book to me, it is time to sleep.

This is a little lamp in my room with a beautiful star pattern.

When those stars shine brightly yellow, it is time to sleep.

This is my elephant doll. He is so fluffy.

When my doll yawns, it is time to sleep.

Hush! Be quiet, everybody.

Good night. Sleep tight!
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